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THE ADVENTURES of

WORLD WINE TOUR // TRAVEL LOG No. 3

World Wine Tour 2010 is A year-long
endeavor taking Georges Janssens
and Anja Cheriakova around the
world collecting wine bottles for
an auction in 2011 benefiting the Lao
Rehabilitation Foundation Inc, which
is currently building an aqueduct to
bring water to a village with over
500 inhabitants.
In this third installment of The
Adventures of Georges and Anja,
our traveling duo make their way to
China, Laos, and Vietnam.

GEORGES AND ANJA'S JOURNEY
WILL TAKE THEM TO WINERIES
ALL OVER THE WORLD, INCLUDING:
Russia
Mongolia
China
Thailand
Vietnam
Singapore
India
South Africa
Australia
New Zealand
Chile
Argentina

Uruguay
Brazil
California
British Columbia
Ontario
New York
Portugal
Spain
Italy
France
The Netherlands

As we last left off crossing the Siberian tundra
and taste-bud wrestling camels and horses, our
past few months since then have proven quite
more humbling. In Laos, where we were able
to spend almost one month volunteering with
the Lao Rehabilitation Foundation Inc. (LRF),
we had the firsthand chance to witness what
our world-trekking endeavor is truly working
to achieve.

Grace Vineyards, Shanxi Province, China
Us standing with assistant winemaker
Reno (and team) at Grace Vineyards
holding the donated bottle of Deep Blue.

Arriving at the Simmano school the World
Wine Tour’s charity auction will benefit, we
were greeted by the village’s chief, important
elders, teachers (a few of which were quite
eager to practice English), and about 800
students with smiles from ear to ear.

Schoolyard teasing was targeted towards us,
with bashful blurts of ‘I Love You!’ coming
from the giggling younger ones. Honors
students were serving extra hours in a more
secluded room, and even a ‘cool’ group was
in the corner kicking it back on their scooters
with straw and coconut in hand. It even
seemed as if only the occasional frameless
window or door missing panels would
provide a view to remind us of the purpose
of our visit.

Our tour of the horseshoe-shaped school
brought us to classrooms roofed with sheetmetal for shingles, walls moisture marked by
the flooding two years back, desks without
much surface left to write on, plywood
benches, and a dangerously close view of the
beautiful banks of the Mekong river, literally
only yards away. Amenities aside, recess
showed that the school’s soul nonetheless
holds to something much more universal.
Children were laughing, but others were
shy towards our arrival. Crowds and cheers
were claimed by the makeshift volleyball
and soccer fields at the center of the school.

And so with power tools the likes of which
had never been seen before at the school
and some good old fashion screws, nails,
paintbrushes and paint, we took our marks to
get to work as hundreds of young apprentices
joined rank. With an unparalleled enthusiasm,
the teachers and students helped us to work
on fixing hundreds of desks and benches
and to repaint about 20 blackboards, one for
each classroom. With students running from
side to side of the school, sanding their daily
benches, helping each other carry out desks
from the rooms, words could not describe
the commotion! A blur of navy blue school
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Grace Vineyards, Shanxi Province, China
(left to right)
Vineyards at Grace Vineyards buried
with winter snow
Grace Vineyards winemaking team

uniforms, white smiles hiding under umbrellas
(just interludes within a scorching Laotian
heat), and the sound of nails and hammers
helped to reinforce the purpose of our trip.
After bringing in new desks ordered several
months earlier, the school was refurbished as a
much needed step towards its total renovation,
whose completion rests in the outcome of our
auction and the generosity of our followers.
And so, it seemed as if it was only with
hammers in hand that we could truly grasp
what we were going to do for the school and
their appreciation for it. With our month long
visit to Laos a month into our charity-winetour, we were able to pause from winery sights
to see firsthand and up close the impact which
would be possible, and as Laos didn’t offer
much for native wine, we found it ironic that
wine would be used to help the country.
The beverages of Laos reflected the spirit
of the place. The sought-after refresher is
fresh coconut. After the top is chopped off, it
provides a much needed gasp of relief from a
stifling Laotian air. As for alcohol, the most
popular (aside from “Beer Lao”), is Lao Lao,
or “rice whiskey” as the translation roughly
goes. Rice whiskey in Laos, rice vodka in
Thailand, the white liquor in China, or rice
wine in Vietnam, all names point to the same
thing: distilled fermented rice reaching alcohol
levels of up to 80%. Rice wines are just a side
Simmano School, Laos (left to right)
Painting of a blackboard at Simmano School
Anja at Simmano school with a coconut drink
Georges receiving flowers as thanks from
Simmano school
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note on our beverage tour of the world though;
our main point of interest was wines in the
more traditional sense of the word.
Prior to being in Laos we had explored grape
based wines in China, and notable flavors
emerged as distinct to the country. We found it
interesting that most wine tastings were paired
with tea as complementary and found it ironic
to see Chinese tradition infuse itself within
certain wines too, such as with Fengshou
(Beijing area) Winery’s white wines which
are instilled with jasmine and rose perfumes
during production. We found the Australian
wine maker of Grace Vineyards (Shanxi
Province) as quite adept at representing the
terroir, excavating peppers and caramels
into the cabs, while holding true to his own
‘New-World’ approach which stood out from
the winery’s previous French winemaker. It
seemed commonplace for most other wineries
to acknowledge their infancy by employing
winemakers from more traditional winemaking
regions to help in their development.
Moving on to Vietnam after Laos, wineries
themselves have been as hard to access as
the concept of a Vietnamese wine, and most

we found to be mixed with other fruits (i.e.
plums) and boiled prior to fermentation to try
to increase quality. We may, however, have
found an emerging exception to this! Also,
most wines trying to produce a serious offer
for drinkers imported rack wines from Europe,
Australia, and South America to add to their
blends or to bottle as their own.
Now continuing on towards Thai and Indian
wineries, part of our way towards visiting the
more traditional wine growing regions of the
world collecting wines for charity, we are most
eager to find how culture and climate continue
to mold themselves into the bottle and glass.
And as we carry on towards the end goal of
our quest, visiting Laos has enabled us to go
on with just as much enthusiasm, and much
more added heart.
Cheers from China,

-Anja and Georges
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